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Abstract 
The emerging future of cities in developing countries largely depends on the way we plan and manage 
urbanization, and the way we leverage this transformative process to provide the setting, the underlying base 
and also the momentum for global change. African governments are counting on urbanization to lift their 
nations out of poverty. The current wave of urban growth in Africa and in particular in Bamako (the capital of 
the Republic of Mali) has risen faster and on a larger scale than anything the world has yet witnessed. 
Population growth has driven the demand for housing and public facilities. In this context, the need for far-
sighted urban planning is crucial. The challenge facing the city is to provide their citizens with equal housing 
opportunities using limited economic resources efficiently.  
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Introduction 
 
The report Strategies for the development of the future city wants to provide an overview of issues 
related to urban transition now taking place throughout Africa and to show our proposal for the city of 
Bamako in Mali, as a possible sustainable-housing new urban development.  
 
One of the biggest challenges of our century is the rapid growth of Cities, over the last century world 
population became predominantly urban and Africa is having the fastest rates of urbanization in the 
world. It is experiencing significant growth, in terms of economic associated with demographic 
changes, and the absolute growth of population and the increasing concentration of Africa’s people in 
cities is transforming the landscape of the urban hinterlands, as demand for building material, food, 
energy and water escalates; this is not a future transition and the African urban revolution is already 
firmly under way. In this context, time, numbers, and location do matter. What we want to draw 
attention to are the scale, rate and dynamics of urbanization in Africa in order to contextualize the 
policy imperatives faced by those tasked with managing the building of new city settlements, because 
now more than ever the size and importance of urban Africa are becoming widely apparent to the 
world. A 2015 report by the Brenthurst Foundation indicates that three main drivers of African 
urbanization are fueling these dramatic changes in the continent: natural population growth, rural-
urban migration, and large-scale dynamics such as connectivity, technology and globalization. The 
United Nations Department of Economic and Social Affairs forecasts that Africa will be 50% urban by 
the early 2030s and 60% urban by 2050 (figure 1.1); what these percentages imply for those managing 
cities on the ground is even more revealing if we consider the numerical scale of urban growth as 
reflected in figure 1.2. The current economic growth and urbanization should be guided by appropriate 
planning and land use management at continental, regional, national, sub-national and local scales.  
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Figure 1.1 Percentage of the population residing in urban areas (Based on World Urbanization Prospects,        
The 2014 Revision). UN 2015  

Figure 1.2 Africa’s rural and urban population, 1950-2050 (millions) (source: UN DESA 2012) 

 
Africa must deal with the foundations of urban management, including the supply of basic 
services and supporting network infrastructure, but it must do this so to ensure a highly efficient urban 
form and metabolism. African cities also need to manage the impacts of a youthful population: in 
Mali, for example, the majority population is younger than 15 (figure 1.3). 
 

Figure 1.3 Mali’s age structure pyramid, (source: CIA - Central Intelligence Agency
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For African cities to be successful they should adopt integrated and holistic urban planning practices, 
that consider not only inclusive economic development and low-carbon development pathways but 
also the environmental and social impacts of growth to promote livable cities. African cities in general 
have several distinctive features: they are integrally connected to rural areas through the practice of 
circular migration, a strategy for maintaining multiple bases so as to optimize livelihoods and mitigate 
the risk of settling permanently in economically, environmentally, socially or politically precarious 
African towns; in many of them there is a sponde of the urban fringe or peri-urban age, which is often 
a porous settlement boundary, neither urban nor rural in its character or governance; another 
distinctive feature of urban Africa is the predominance of informal modes of urbanization in terms of 
both social and economic reproduction. 
 

Figure 1.4 Bamako slums, (source: New York Times, 2012) 

Poverty, informality and the absence of a strong local state with a clear and unchallenged mandate to 
manage the city, are arguably the leitmotifs of African urbanism today. The most telling illustration of 
this is the extremely high level of ‘slums’ living conditions in Africa even compared with other 
regions in the global south; even today, it is surprisingly difficult to secure accurate data about the 
levels of access to basic services in rural and urban areas in African countries.  

 
Figure 1.5 Slum prevalence in Africa, (source:World Bank) 

However, at the moment most African countries are not able to capitalize on this demographic shift, 
because urban residents are structurally trapped in profoundly unhealthy conditions that impact 
negatively on productivity, economic efficiencies and market expansion; an appropriate urban 
planning urges for these developing economies to be enforceable, flexible, and responsive to shifting 
local needs. City governments must have sufficient capacity to facilitate agreement among residents 
on the path forward, build social trust, and arbitrate conflicts of interest where they occur, including in 
land disputes, therefore urbanization must be used as a powerful lever for transforming lives and 
livelihoods. Nowadays, effective decentralization of authority and resources to the local level is still 
not widely enforced, urban governance capacities remain severely lagging at a time that the absolute 
number of African urban dwellers is growing very fast, and poor local and regional infrastructures 
continue to be among the most significant handicap to African socio-economic development and 
progress.  
 
African cities and their inhabitants, despite the enormity of obstacles, display a remarkable resilience 
in adopting survival strategies, transforming any opportunity into positive action, but even this 
incredible resilience has its limits, especially under conditions of rapidly rising food and energy prices. 
To leverage Africa’s options in an environment that is simultaneously global and local, it is important 
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for its leaders at all levels to develop forward-looking visions based on analyses of where Africa is 
now and where it wants to be in the future. The strategic urban visionary agenda for tomorrow should 
be based on good leadership, anticipation and strategic interpretations of the realities of today, turning 
latent potentials into real gains.  
 
Mali at a glance 
 
The Republic of Mali is a landlocked nation in West Africa, the eighth-largest country in Africa, with 
an area of just over 1.2 million square kilometers; about equal to that of Texas and California 
combined. 

 Figure 2.1. Mali overview map  

Mali consists of eight regions and its borders on the north reach deep into the 
middle of the Sahara Desert, while the country's southern part, where the majority of inhabitants 
live, is crossed by Niger and Senegal rivers. Mali’s territory encompasses three natural zones: the 
southern cultivated Sudanese zone, central semiarid Sehalian zone, and northern arid Saharan zone; 
the terrain is primarily savanna in the south and flat to rolling plains or high plateaus (200–500 meters 
in elevation) in the north. There are rugged hills in the northeast, with elevations of up to 1000 meters; 
desert or semi-desert areas cover about 65% of the country’s total surface. The Niger River creates a 
large and fertile inland delta as it arcs northeast through Mali from Guinea before turning south and 
eventually emptying into the Gulf of Guinea; the Niger, with its 1,693 kilometers in Mali, together 
with Senegal are Mali’s two largest rivers: described as Mali’s lifeblood, they are a source of food, 
drinking water, irrigation, and transportation (1).  
 
As one of the 25 poorest countries in the world, Mali is a landlocked country that depends on gold 
mining and agricultural exports for revenue; the country's fiscal status fluctuates with gold and 
agricultural commodity prices and the harvest, while cotton and gold exports make up around 80% of 
export earnings while Mali remains dependent on foreign aid. Economic activities are largely confined 
to the riverine area irrigated by the Niger River, about 10% of the population is nomadic, about 80% 
of the labor force is engaged in farming and fishing and the industrial activity is concentrated on 
processing farm commodities. The government subsidizes the production of cereals to decrease the 
country’s dependence on imported foodstuffs and to reduce its vulnerability to food price shocks. 
 
Nowadays, Mali is developing its iron extraction industry to diversify foreign exchange earnings away 
from gold, but the pace will depend on global price trends. Although the political coup in 2012 slowed 
Mali’s growth, the economy has since bounced back, with a GDP growth above 5% in 2014-16, 
although physical insecurity, high population growth, corruption, weak infrastructure, and low levels 
of human capital continue to constrain economic development. Hopefully, higher rainfall should help 
boost cotton output in 2017, and the country’s 2017 budget calls for a more than 10% increase in 
spending, much of which will be devoted to infrastructure and agriculture (2). 
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Mali’s spatial distribution in terms of economy and demography shows clear differences between 
north and south; the south has not only a higher population density, but it also hosts most of the 
country’s natural resources.  

Figure 2.3. Mali population growth (source: CIA -Central Intelligence Agency) 

The distribution of Mali’s infrastructure network reflects the population distribution and has a strategic 
focus on integrating the country with regional networks and export points.  
 

Figure 2.4. Mali economy data (source: CIA -Central Intelligence Agency) 

Mali depends heavily on regional corridors and regional infrastructure, particularly for transportation 
and water resource development; currently, three international trade corridors (Tema–Ouagadougou– 
Bamako, Dakar–Bamako, and Abidjan–Ferkesessedougou–Bamako) link Mali to the sea. The rail 
network of the region is essentially disconnected, regional rail interconnections are difficult and this 
reinforces the importance of road corridors; however, there is already a proposal to connect Transrail 
(the Mali-Senegal rail company) with Sitarail (the Côte d’Ivoire-Burkina Faso company).   
 

Figure 2.5. Mali roads inventory and airports 

More than 80% of Mali's segments of the West Africa road corridors are maintained in good or fair 
condition, giving the principal production areas of the south alternative access to the deep-water ports 
of Dakar, Adidjan, Takoradi, Tema, and Lome. Air transport security has improved, supported by the 
refurbishment of local airports, including Bamako airport, and the restructuring of Mali's Civil 
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Aviation Authority increased its autonomy and guaranteed harmonization of air transportation rules 
across West Africa. Mali has also successfully liberalized its mobile telephone markets, with access 
approaching 40% in 2008. Access to electricity in Mali more than doubled in the last decade, helped 
by the introduction of an apparently successful program for rural electrification (AMADER) that 
widened access to more than 36,000 rural households. 
 
As in most developing countries, urban population growth in Mali, from now to 2050, is expected to 
be massive. According to CIA’ s reports Mali’ s total population is expected to double by 2035 and its 
capital Bamako is one of the fastest-growing cities in Africa. Mali’s urban population has grown at an 
annual average rate of 5.2% between 1970 and 1995 and, with 3.1 million people, makes up about 
38.4% of the total population (7.175.639 people in 2017). 

 
Figure 2.2. Mali’s population data (source: CIA -Central Intelligence Agency) 

 
This brings a series of national issues and problems to be faced by Mali, such as high percentages 
of people living in slums, expansion of informal settlements, inadequate urban basic services (water, 
sanitation and energy), social and political conflict over land resources, high levels of vulnerability to 
natural disasters, and poor mobility systems. Therefore, today more than ever, taking in address urban 
development matters for future years’ strategies is a unique and fundamental chance to make urban 
settlements’ growth a sustainable process, enhancing cities liveability long-term. Preparing a growth 
plan in advance, and at adequate scale, will create conditions for compact spatial structures aligned 
with cities characteristics and cultural peculiarities, promoting a sensible use of land and resources 
through durable policies, keeping an eye on the fact that a successful vision has a spatial dimension 
that reflects a city’s unique cultural and physical traits. 
 
Housing Finance in Mali 
 
Overview 
 
As said above, the Republic of Mali is one of the largest countries in West Africa, covering 1.248.574 
km2. Mali’s population was estimated to be 15.8 million in 2014, quickly growing at a rate of 3% 
annually and projected to double by 2030, while the urban population will triple. According to the 
UNDP’s Human Development Index, Mali is one of the poorest countries in the whole world, ranking 
179th out of 188 in 2015, gross national income was USD790 per capita (also one of the lowest in the 
world), and 46.91% of Malians were living below the national poverty line. 
 
Political situation took a strong path to stabilisation after the July 2013 presidential election, 
strengthened with the peace agreements signed with rebel groups in May and June 2015; however, 
challenges are still far from full peace all over the country, as sporadic outbreaks of violence due to 
rebel or jihadist attacks were recently noted in several parts of its territory.  
 
Mali’s GDP increased by nearly 5% in 2013 and peaked at 5.8% in 2014, due to gold exports and the 
primary sector (thanks to good harvests), but in 2015 edged down to around 5.2%, while inflation was 
under control at 0.3%. Slowdown of economic growth was mainly due to poor performance in 
agriculture and transformation sectors. 
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During his presidential campaigns, President Ibrahim Boubacar Keita promised to provide affordable 
housing for a total of 50.000 housing units by 2018, through the Presidential Housing Programme; the 
Government is still committed to this promise with more than 8000 housing units delivered in only 
two years in office, while prospects are good for achieving the goal of 50 000 units. 

 
Figure 3.1. Mali housing goals 

 
 

 
 
 
 
Affordability 
 
Even if land and housing are not expensive looking at international standards, a large proportion of 
population can’t still afford formal housing due to very low incomes. OMH (Malian Housing Agency) 
data show that the cheapest housing unit built in Mali in 2016 by a developer had a cost around 
13.580.000 CFA Francs, corresponding to 22.795 USD: the house was built on a 200 m2 plot over 60 
m2, meaning 382,34 USD per square meter. According to the per capita gross national income, in 2015 
the average annual income was 790USD; so, the cheapest housing unit’s price is about 29 times the 
annual per capita income. This well justifies the emphasis on the need for affordable housing. 
 

Figure 3.2. Annual household income in USD (source: CAHF -Centre for Affordable Housing Finance) 
 

 
Housing Supply 
 
In these conditions, the Government of Mali relies increasingly on public-private partnerships for 
housing supply. As an example, in 2015 the Government of Mali spent through the OMH 23,5 billions 
CFA Francs(39,5 millions USD) on housing projects, in 2016 the OMH budget for housing projects 
was 34,9 billions CFA Francs, and as part of its public-private partnership strategy to support housing 
supply, the Government of Mali signed several contracts with local as well as international investors. 
In March 2015 the Government signed a framework agreement with 19 national and international real 
estate operators through the APIM (Malian Association of Real Estate Developers), which works as 
interface between Government and private investors, and with the Association professionnelle des 
banques et établissements financiers du Mali (APBEF), for the construction of 20.000 housing units to 
be delivered within two years. It is foreseen that 75% of these housing units will benefit the lower to 
middle income population. 
 
However, it is important to highlight that the financial Malian real estate developers’ capacity is not 
always enough to reach the ambitious housing programme quantities of the Government of Mali. As 
such, only 13 out of the 19 real estate partakers of the framework agreement with the APIM were able 
to fulfil their commitment to supply their part of the 20.000 housing unit programme, and only 6679 
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housing units were available as of June 2016; the failing six developers are under the threat of being 
excluded from the agreement. Indeed, the agreement requires developers to pre-finance the provision 
of the housing units on lands provided and serviced by the government; then, the government 
represented by the OMH buys those housing units and then sells them to households under direct 
purchase or leasing contracts. In the same vein, the Government signed partnership with other 
international companies and investors. 
 
Policy and Regulation 
 
National Housing Strategy was adopted by Mali in 1995, and it is today the main framework through 
which housing interventions are pursued. Its main goal is to promote access to decent housing for 
people with low to intermediate income, in order to improve their living conditions; to do this, 
Government created institutions to facilitate access to housing, such as the Mali Housing Agency in 
1996. The agency acts as main relationships facilitator between actors in housing sector, supplies 
serviced land for housing, promotes use of local building materials, participates in financial operations 
and subsides interest rates on loans for mortgage applicants. 
 
The Government has also taken a series of other different measures to facilitate housing supply, and 
nowadays the regulatory framework in the sector is one of the widest in the WAEMU (West African 
Economic and Monetary Union), with laws on condominiums, property development and housing 
finance; these measures have strongly increased the number of housing co-operatives and local estate 
developers operating in the market. Moreover, in June 2015 a new law on Credit Reference Bureaus, 
in compliance with WAEMU directives on the matter, has been voted by Mali’s Parliament, a key 
development for the housing sector which will enhance credit environment in the country. 
 
Opportunities 
 
A 2009 study by the government has estimated a 440.000 units housing demand by 2015, by 
employees in public and semi-public sectors, by the private sector, by NGOs and international 
organisations and by housing co-operatives. According to this study by the Ministry of Housing, Land 
Issues and Urban Planning, a huge majority (95%) of the Bamako population expressed interest in 
acquiring a housing unit (affordable housing is a steady segment of this demand). Among the housing 
co-operatives, 3% are interested in both affordable units and serviced lands, and 71% of public 
sector’s employees and 66% of international organizations’ ones also expressed interest in acquiring. 
These statistics are a clear indicator of how, despite efforts by the Government to meet housing 
demand and investors' interest in the sector, Malian housing sector is still untapped, leaving a lot of 
room for newcomers in the coming years. 
 
It is important to notice that after the peace and the power sharing agreement between Government 
and the rebel groups, political and economic situations have turned to almost normal, with people 
already returning to the country and activities resuming; according to Mali Economic Recovery and 
Development Conference in Paris (held in October 2015), perspectives for enhancing the 
infrastructures in Mali are very positive. The housing sector will benefit from that, but first years of 
experience of public-private partnerships as strategic option for housing supply showed the limits, in 
terms of capacities, of local real estate developers; as said before, this means that there is room for 
newcomers to join the housing supply sector in order to meet this always growing demand. 
 
The Bamako case 
 
Overview 
 
Bamako is situated on the Niger River floodplain, which hampers development along the river-front 
and the Niger’s tributaries. Bamako is relatively flat, except to the immediate north where an 
escarpment is found, being what remains of an extinct volcano; the Presidential Palace and main 
hospital are located here. Originally, the city developed on the northern side of the river, but as it grew, 
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bridges were developed to connect the north with the south. The first of these was the Pont des 
Martyrs (two-lane with two pedestrian sections) and the King Fahd Bridge (four-lane with two 
motorcycle and two pedestrian sections); additionally, a seasonal causeway between the eastern 
neighbourhoods of Sotuba and Misabugu was inherited from colonial times (alternated traffic on one 
lane with five crossing sections). The Sotuba Causeway ( Chaussée submersible de Sotuba in French, 
and Babilikoroni in Bamanankan) is typically under water from July to January. A third bridge (1.4 km 
long, 24 m wide, four-lane with two motorcycle and two pedestrian sections) is being built at the same 
location to reduce downtown congestion, notably by trucks.  
 
As mentioned above, the population of Bamako, the capital of the Republic of Mali, has risen rapidly 
in recent years, now numbering over one million inhabitants. Population growth has driven the 
demand for housing and public facilities. In this context, the need for far-sighted urban planning has 
been crucial. 
 

Figure 4.1. Bamako city overview 

 
Main traffic steam 
Secondary traffic steam 
Railroad 
Bamako border 

 
The area taken into account is located North-East from the city (red dot on the right in figure 4.1). The 
satellite image (figure 4.2) shows the project area included in its landscape; looking at it on different 
scales, we can highlight some of its key features, later considered for a future housing project 
development.  

 
Figure 4.2. Project area overview 
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Talking about its natural context, on a large scale it can be seen that the area under examination is 
placed in a portion of land which is mostly desert, but also very rich in trees and other kinds of local 
spontaneous vegetation, thanks to the presence of the channel that is fed by the Niger River; moreover, 
on the other side of the channel, almost all the land is used as agricultural fields. Besides, if we look 
for traces of previous settlements in the area and its surroundings, we notice that, from the city central 
area outwards, the urban tissue becomes more and more sparse, and finally almost disappears right 
around the project area, where only a few small buildings arise in the landscape (figure 4.3). The 
majority of the these are spontaneous, informal and traditional small buildings, mainly built with local 
or low-budget materials and techniques. However, getting closer to the channel at East of the area, 
some other village-like settlements are present, characterized by a medium-high density of both 
buildings and vegetation, showing an urban structure that recalls the african traditional villages for 
dimensions and proportion between built and unbuilt environment (figure 4.4). 

 
Figure 4.3. Zoom: sparse informal buildings around the area 

 
Figure 4.4. Zoom: village-like settlement beside the channel 

 
To sum up, the project area can be considered as a space in between an already compact city (the 
central part of Bamako), with just a few tall buildings, and a landscape with a lot of potentialities in 
terms of use of land: the perfect starting point for a future development towards the surroundings, 
keeping an eye on the great source of life that the channel is. 
 
General approach 
 
Key features of the area suggest some lines of reasoning about how to plan a future development in it. 
Its natural landscape situation encourages both the creation of a very rich trees plantation that would 
improve the quality of life of its inhabitants, and an agricultural use of the ground, to enhance an 
active relationship between people and nature. 
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Its built landscape suggests a proper use of traditional housing typologies and neighbourhoods’ 
organization, in order not to impose a new typology of living subverting the area’s relationship with its 
surroundings, but to make an already existing community of people meet together with their need for a 
contemporary and sustainable life. 
 
If we consider african, Sudanese and Malian housing typologies and traditional villages, we notice 
compact group of dwellings, which are generally at most three storeys tall, enclosed by walls and very 
close one each other (figures 4.5 to 4.8); this kind of urban form, sometimes resembling to slums and 
informal settlements, brings several gains to people in terms of climatic regulation, privacy control, 
community and basic services supply. 
 

 
 
Figure 4.5. Traditional houses in Timbuktu    Figure 4.6. Traditional Malian houses 

 
 
 
Figure 4.8. A house in Djenne    Figure 4.7. Old city of Djenne, Mali 

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
The large-scale approach takes as reference the urban fabrics of the city of Bamako: in some (and 
more recent) cases very regular and in others completely fragmented and scattered. As mentioned 
above, the configurations start at compact in the city centre, going more and more thinned towards the 
suburbs. So, the project will try to understand and reinterpret the culture and the social context of this 
city and its actual situation and, in terms of future developments, to link the area with Bamako and its 
surroundings through a well-balanced infrastructural system. 
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Considering the demand for 900 to 1000 housing units in the area, a first calculation about the right 
density to be adopted highlighted the possibility to keep a general urban organization similar to 
vernacular and traditional ones; as we’ll see later, this will leave the right amount of free space to the 
households to open private gardens and areas for agriculture, relax, leisure, community activities and 
education purposes. 
 
The following picture (Figure 4.9) represents a first division on plots where each one has a certain 
number of housing units: red lines represent the primary roads whereas the green ones the secondary 
circulation. At the centre of the area, an open plot will host public and religious buildings. 
 

Figure 4.9. General plots organizations 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Specific approach 
 
Going deeper into the design process, the approach needs to be holistic. It must develop innovative 
tools to enable rapid growing of the city, in order to respond to high housing demand, to realise its 
potential and develop an urban action plan. Our approach to planning and development recognises the 
social, environmental and economic values, helping to make this area a strong basis for the future 
growth of the city. 
 
The project must balance a lot of key-needs for future households in the area: safety, sustainability 
(economic, environmental and social), community involvement, integration, affordability, privacy, 
public-private spaces balance, fast construction methods and respect of the traditional culture and 
architecture.  
 
In recent years, also thanks to a growing interest in these matters, some valuable projects have been 
developed in Africa; looking at them will help to understand possible solutions, construction 
methodologies and design processes to meet some of the nowadays needs. 
Following, a series of case studies focusing on african architectural characteristics. 
 
1 - Escuela Vocacional Sra Pou 
 
Designed by Architects Rudanko + Kankkunen Sra Pou vocational school is a vocational training 
center and community building in Sra Pou village, Cambodia, built during spring 2011. The purpose of 
the vocational training centre is to encourage and teach poor families to earn their own living. The Sra 
Pou community is one of the unprivileged communities in Cambodia, who have been evicted from 
their homes in the city to the surrounding countryside. They lack basic infrastructure, decent built 
environment and secure income. The new school provides professional training and helps the people to 
start sustainable businesses together. It is also a place for public gathering and democratic decision-
making for the whole community. 
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Figures 4.10-4.11. Escuela Vocacional Sra Pou 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
2 - Benga Riverside Residential Community 
 
Located on the picturesque banks of the Revuboe and Zambezi Rivers, and designed by Kerè 
Architecture, the aim of the Benga Riverside Residential Community is to introduce a new 
neighbourhood typology for the growing community of Tete, Mozambique. As various industries 
continue to invest in the region, there is a growing demand for quality and economic housing solutions 
for migrant and local families alike. The Benga Riverside Community will pioneer a new method of 
planning and building for the residential sector in the area, fostering an atmosphere of social inclusion 
among residents of diverse cultural backgrounds. Educational, civic, and recreational needs will be 
supported by a variety of mixed-use public and private functions, including a primary school, sporting 
facilities, restaurant, commercial storefronts for local businesses, public square, resident’s clubhouse, 
and up to 100 housing units. To further establish this new architectural identity, the built interventions 
will utilize local rock, wood, clay, and will be developed as a high-quality, low maintenance modular 
system. Private courtyard space, scenic landscape views, passive ventilation, and grey water 
management will also contribute to provide the best sustainable, economic, and long-term housing 
solution for future residents. 

 
Figures 4.12-4.13-4.14. Benga Riverside Residential Community 
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3 - SOS Children’s Village in Djibouti 
 
Djibouti is located in the Horn of Africa, which suffers from persistent droughts and severe scarcities. 
Urko Sanchez Architects were approached by SOS Kinderdorf to design a residential compound of 
15 houses where to run their family-strengthening programmes. They said they learnt about SOS 
systems, about the community where the project would take place, their nomadic traditions and the 
extreme climate of the region. Designers searched for traditional housing references in similar cultural 
and climatic environments and finally decided to design a MEDINA with certain singularities: it is a 
medina for children – A safe environment, with no cars, where the narrow streets and squares become 
places to play; it is a medina with plenty of open spaces – Public and private spaces are clearly 
defined. And in the private, the inside and outside areas melt, allowing residents to maintain certain 
outdoors living; iIt is a medina with lots of vegetation – Where the inhabitants are encouraged to take 
care of their plants and benefit from the result. In terms of distribution, all houses follow the same 
scheme but are arranged in different ways, placed close to each other giving shade one another and 
generating alleys between them in an apparent disordered way. Natural ventilation and sun shading 
was intensely studied, introducing natural ventilation towers where needed. 
 

 
Figures 4.15-4.16-4.17. SOS Children’s Village in Djibouti 

 
 
 
4 - Gando Primary School Extension 
 
Designed by Kerè Achitecture, this Primary School was built in close conjunction with Gando community 
members, the building became an important identifying landmark in the region. Since the material quality and 
architectural expression of the building became such a strong symbol for the Gando community itself, the new 
extension was designed with the same principles and methods. Similarly to the Primary School, the School 
Extension was also built with hand-made compressed stabilized earth blocks. The ventilation strategy of pulling 
the hot tin roof away from the inner perforated ceiling was also used. Unlike the Primary School, however, the 
ceiling of the Extension was designed as a singular vault. WRather than leaving reveals between the ceiling 
surface and beam elements, the monumental vault was constructed with gaps within the weave of the brick 
pattern of the ceiling. This ‘breathing’ surface draws cool air from the windows into the interior space and allows 
hot air to escape through the ventilations, all while remaining shaded and protected from damaging rains by the 
overhanging roof. 
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Figures 4.18-4.19. Gando Primary School Extension 

 
 
5 - National Park of Mali service buildings 
 
For the 50th anniversary of the Independence of Mali, the National Park in Bamako reopened with 
new amenities such as an up-scale restaurant, a sports centre and several entrance buildings. All 
buildings, designed by Kerè Architecture, are covered from the outside with the local natural stone, 
reinforcing local cultural heritage and saving building costs. The exterior stone walls provide a natural 
climatizig barrier for the interior spaces. Large overhanging roofs shade the facades and also act to 
protect the interior and surrounding space from the hot sun. The restaurant is situated on top of a rock 
formation and is nestling up against the different height levels. Although the building was designed 
with passive ventilation objectives, it has the added option of closing the roof vent for air-
conditioning. The concern was always to integrate the spectacular view over the park and the nearby 
lake into the design. The sports centre employs the same architectural language as the restaurant and 
consists of three pavilions situated around and elliptically-shaped playground. The buildings are 
positioned to provide ample shading for the playground as well as the interior recreation spaces. 
 

Figures 4.20-4.21. National Park of Mali service buildings 
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The examples cited above successfully tackle most of the challenges in today’s African architecture, 
but they enjoy the benefits of smaller, non-urban scale projects. On the contrary, urban-scale projects 
as the proposed one have to cope with the need for affordable, sustainable, agile development in order 
to meet Bamako’s ever-increasing housing units’ demand on a reasonable time scale. Prefabrication 
poses itself as the natural solution to such requirements, but generally produces urban landscapes that 
do not match the complexity of Bamako’s situation. 
 
Large quantity housing units’ development is not unseen in Africa in recent years, but in order to 
address the above mentioned constraints, the most common typological choice is villas or arrays of 
terraced houses (Figures 4.22 to 4.26). 
 

 
Figures 4.22-4.25. Realized villas settlements in various african countries 
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Figure 4.26. Twelve villas plot scheme; each plot is 250 m2 with 150 m2 private garden 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
It’s now evident that this tassellation scheme, which often degenerates in dormitory neighbourhoods, 
does not fit or respect the indigenous traditional architecture and way of living, does not allow for 
hierarchies, public space, flexibility of uses and variety, all of which are inescapable traits of a city. 
Therefore, the strategic planning of a future housing settlement to pose the base for a sustainable long-
term development, needs to be sought in a process starting from the human scale and led to the scale 
of a city.  
 
Safety, sustainability, community involvement, integration, affordability, privacy, public-private spaces 
balance, fast construction methods and respect of the traditional culture and architecture must all be 
considered as goals to be achieved. 
 

 
Figure 4.27. Strategy 

 
 
The proposed scheme, is based on the fact that the African village doesn’t realize a rigid structure, but 
it is a complex system of different spaces and relationships.  Design strategy is based on developing 
two different simple units (Figures 4.28 to 4.30), which combined together in various ways create a 
range of different situations and configurations. Although the two units are both 100 m2 of interior 
space with 4 beds, they feature different interior configurations: one has a single storey plan, the other 
is “L” shaped and organized on 2 levels, with a double-height space on the day-time area. In this way, 
the combination and superposition of just two units and their gardens, can develop more and more 
complex situations than a simple and strict grid settlement. Protected from main streets circulation, a 
lot of public space around the houses is freed for public activities and gardens, giving a general sense 
of safety to places perceived as domestic (Figure 4.31).  
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Figures 4.28-4.30. Housing units  
 

One storey house   Typologies overlay    Two storeys house 
 
  
 

 
 

 

Figure 4.31. Twelve units plot example 
Dimensions 60x65m – 12 houses – 12 private gardens – 1750 m2 of public spaces 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

    
 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By the way, keeping an eye on a necessarily reasonable time scale, this way of thinking requires a 
design process which cannot be carried out for all the plots. Therefore, another crucial step is to 
understand till which dimensions perform this procedure, in order to foster variety and avoid repetition 
on a full-scale scheme. Sets of twelve to eighteen houses form a 55 units scheme, chosen as basic 
module to repeat, cut and warp to fit the entire area (Figure 4.32). 
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Figure 4.32. Fiftyfive units plot example 
Dimensions 135x175 m – 55 houses – 55 private gardens – 14.000 m2 of public spaces 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
    

 

 

 

 
 
The process shown above gives quality and variety of space. An articulated urban form creates 
synergy between people and the landscape: a continuous sequence of passages, different views, 
glimpses of the surroundings and spaces various for dimensions, climatic situation and use.    
 
Each unit have two accesses, two or more views and a private garden; in this way, there is not a front 
and back of the houses, but just two different views, one facing the private garden and the other one to 
the public spaces. 
 

Figure 4.33. Fiftyfive units plot view 

 
The space in between the houses can be used in multiple ways. People get great benefits by a copious 
presence of plants and green areas. Green spaces are an essential factor to improve quality of life: they 
diminish the effect of heat which captures the areas of strong construction, enhance environmental 
sustainability, lower high temperature in urban areas and provide shading. 
 
Public space has a great importance in african culture, being the heart of social life and relationships. 
Therefore, even if all the space between the houses has public nature, particular attention is given to 
design some landmark spaces, which work as small squares for social interactions. These spaces 
encourage development of social relationships, participation and inclusion, are safe places for children, 
are key elements of individual and social wellbeing. 
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Figure 4.34. Main green areas configuration 

 
Figure 4.35. Public landmarks spaces 

 
Our approach pays attention to the construction methodology which must take account of the 
economic resources and short time schedules. The way the units overlay and border one another, both 
horizontally and vertically, permit to speed construction time and save material, thanks to a high 
amount of walls and floors in common between different houses.  
 

Figure 4.36. Walls in common 
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Taking in account Bamako’s climatic situation, our strategy is focused on a proper aeration as an 
important tool for a comfortable place to live. Detached roofs allow natural ventilation and cooling of 
the ceiling; they also provide shading on facades and gardens. The angle of the roofs permits to collect 
rainwater at the ground level. 
 

Figure 4.37. Detached roofs 

 
Figure 4.38. Section example of a single unit roof 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This strategic approach maximizes energy performance of the buildings, favors the growth of 
vegetation, create a microclimate preserving moisture, foster the visibility of external areas and 
mitigate the temperature. Thanks to the composition of volumes and roofs, private gardens and public 
spaces enjoy a constant shading during all the day. 
 

Figure 4.39. Day-time shading of a 55 units plot 
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Masterplan 
 
The large-scale scheme takes as reference the urban fabrics of the city of Bamako, which as shown 
below (Figure 4.40) see has different plots, in some cases very regular while in others completely 
fragmented and spatial.  
 
The configurations starts at thinned plots to the suburbs to the more compact ones towards the city 
center. So, the project tries to understand and re-interpret, in terms of future developments, the culture 
and the social context of the city.  
 

Figure 4.40. Bamako’s urban configurations 

 
Figures 4.41 to 4.43. Bamako’s traditional plots at low, medium and high density 

 

 
 

Figure 4.44. Bamako’s traditional courtyard plot 
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Figure 4.45. General Masterplan 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The pictures below represent the masterplan composed by building units, public and private 
spaces and the layering of the process (figures 4.46 to 4.51); the development of the entire 
area wants to show an example of a ‘‘small size city’’ for a smart sustainable growth, in 
conditions allowing a self-generating urban development. The project includes 935 buildings 
inside an area of 41 Ha. This site is supposed to host 5.142 inhabitants. (all data have to be 
considered partially variable before the area’s site survey). Publically used areas are a central 
drive for local development, providing the basic infrastructure for healthcare, education, trade, free 
time as a cornerstone for success and balanced growth of the city.  
 

Figure 4.46. Masterplan: overview     Figure 4.47.Masterplan: house units 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.48. Masterplan: public space    Figure 4.49.Masterplan: public green 

 
Figure 4.50. Masterplan: private gardens   Figure 4.51 Masterplan: infrastructure 
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By summing up, this type of process helps to make the best use of the given space, avoiding 
the creation of dormitories for a variety of spaces and land uses. This standardization 
process also helps to build the project plot by plot, and saves construction time (taking into 
account the speed the population grows with) and construction costs (taking into account the 
low medium income). 
 

Figure 4.52. Strategy benefits in terms of land use 
 
 

 
 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal space distribution 
 
Two types of plan configurations are developed through different positioning of a compact service 
block. The internal space of the houses is composed of day-time area with kitchen, 2 to 4 bedrooms, 
and bathroom, distribution space is most reduced as possible The living room has a direct relationship 
with the outer space, which will host the private garden. The garden will help the families for greater 
self-sufficiency in terms of food supply. 
 

 
Figures 4.53-4.54. House A: single-storey and two-storeys houses plans 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 

Figures 4.55-4.56. House B: single-storey and two-storeys houses plans 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The peculiarity of the project is its flexibility. This characteristic is shown in its internal and external 
spaces. The objective of flexibility is to provide spaces with simply changing structures respect to 
changes in required performance and application. This project aims flexible elements for multi-
purpose utilization of the spaces.  
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External flexibility  
 
Sometimes the space may require to be shrunk or expanded. Since constructional elements 
identify the space, application of flexible design of such elements are necessary for making 
up flexible spaces. The implementation of the house, due to flexibility, refers to the idea of 
accommodating change over time. So, as in the pictures below, the implementation can take 
place in different ways. 
 

Figure 4.57. External flexibility scheme 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Internal flexibility 
 
Internal flexibility of the space is about the fact that it can be useful for different applications. 
For example (as in figure 4.59), one of the rooms can be the space for praying. Or even, as 
the picture below, the ceiling can be added in a second moment If the needs of the family will 
require it. 
 

Figure 4.58. Internal flexibility scheme 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 4.59. Internal flexibility of house A: single-storey and two-storeys plans 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.60. Internal flexibility of house B: single-storey and two-storeys plans 
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The following figures represent the development of one plan typology in one plots. 
Concerning the organization of spaces, several factors have been considered, such as: the 
measures to be respected (100 square meters), the location of the service blocks around 
which all other spaces are organized, the location of the facilities, the relationship between 
public spaces and private spaces, the relationship between built space and open space. As 
mentioned above, there are two types of housing units that are combined with four types of 
different plants. Private gardens are enclosed through a continuous wall, that at the same 
time donates privacy and intimacy and gives visual continuity between private and public 
spaces, through a game of flat and empty brick tiles.  
 
In the whole settlement, public and private spaces are clearly defined. And in the private, the 
inside and outside areas melt, allowing residents to maintain certain outdoors living. 
This is a place with lots of vegetation where the inhabitants are encouraged to take care of 
their plants and benefit from the results. 
 

 
Figure 4.61/4.62. General plan: floor plans and first floor plans 
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Figure 4.63. General plan: aerial view 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figures 4.64-4.65. Preliminary renderings: external space and private garden 
 

 

 
 
 
 
Mali has a growing housing finance sector. With an urbanization rate of around 5%, the demand for 
affordable housing is strong. In a 2009 study, the government has estimate a housing demand of 
440.000 housing units by 2015. The Malian diaspora represents more than half of this demand, 
according to the Ministry of Housing, Land Issues and Urban Planning, which also estimated that an 
overwhelming majority (95%) of the Bamako population had expressed interest in acquiring a housing 
unit. Affordable housing is a steady segment of this demand, with more than 93% of housing co-
operatives interested in both affordable housing units and serviced housing land. 
Bamako faces a number of challenges in terms of its economic role in Mali. The city is not able to 
control the high population growth in the unbalanced socioeconomic area of the Bamako District. The 
main challenge is achieving sustainable urban development in the district while addressing the issue of 
poverty, which affects one third of the urban population. In particular, the lack of adequate 
development requires considerable efforts in fighting social exclusion. This project aims to propose a 
solution taking into account all the economics and social issues, the lack of materials on site 
construction, traditional architecture and habits and the need to build units in a limited time 
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